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“Maximize your return on

safe deposit box services ”

The MUTUAL (ECS) Electronic Control System
The A.B Series safe deposit box can be
incorporated into the MUTUAL integrated safety
deposit system. This system facilitates operation
and control of access. It is capable of expansion in
several ways and at different levels.
For example, it can be simply adapted to meet the
needs of individual customer management, or
even transformed into a complete self service
system for customers accessing their safe deposit
boxes

Bond Box dimension (in)
Model

H

W

D

A

3” x 5”

2.67

4.33

21.37

B

5” x 5”

4.72

4.33

21.37

C

3” x 10”

2.67

9.92

21.37

D

5” x 10”

4.72

9.92

21.37

E

10” x 10”

10.00

9.92

21.37

F

15” x 10”

14.37

9.92

21.37
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MUTUAL (ECS) customize A.B series safe deposit boxes
The A.B Series safe deposit boxes
come in a unit with excellent theft
prevention performance
The MUTUAL A.B series safe deposit
boxes have been designed to meet
exacting security requirements while
making the most efficient use of
vault space and providing the vault
with lockers featuring a most
attractive design
There are two models available, the A series and the B series. They differ
from each other in door material. A series are constructed of solid
aluminum alloy. Machined for precise fit and finished in front and back
with a stainless steel plate. B series are constructed of solid polish stainless
steel. Each model offers different combinations of numbering, bond box
and lock. You can choose to have the locking system manually operated
or controlled by electronic control system
Construction
Reinforced coated steel case. All sections have
provisions for securing adjoining sections at top,
bottom, and sides. Door is installed on the only
frame. There are no targets for damage and
malfunction.
Doors
The A series are constructed of 1/2 precisely
extruded aluminum alloy. Machined for precise fit.
The B series are constructed of 3/8 solid steel, high
class material

Hinges
The hinges are hidden which are set inside the door.

Locks
Double nose U.L. listed key changeable locks with two customer
keys each. Single nose lock for electronic control system.
Numbering
Flexible numbering system with white intaglio characters on
black plastic which compliments the stainless steel and
aluminum alloy door.
Bond Box
Durable lightweight bond box. Made of heavy-duty polypropylene. Heat and impact resistant
Pull out shelves (optional)
The convenient pull out shelves, press lightly, pop out smoothly.

Key tray (optional)
The key tray comes in two types. Insertion key tray and envelope
tray. Insertion key tray is for vacancy twin key, envelope tray is
for use in single sealed key
Bases (optional)
Heavy channel steel base with stainless steel trim plate and
leveling legs
Ladder (optional)
Reach easily and quickly with our 3 step and 2 step ladders.

